The Children's Kingdom

The baby of the manger, overlooked by the mild-eyed ox and worried-souled by the wise men with their frankness and sense and myth, came to establish a new kingdom—the Kingdom of God.

One kingdom He established on this earth to make glad the hearts of all at this blessed season—The Children's Kingdom of Christmas.

At midnight the portals which shut this magic kingdom off from the workaday world swing silently open. And down the little people of the realm begin to troop into it. Little pattering feet, funny little faces peek in night-clad clothes swarming through the open gates of the Kingdom of Christmas and take possession for the day.

The horns blow, the rattles sound, the drums beat, radios of sugar plums and carols are served out to the pan-a-charm army. Chars, courtiers, scribes and automonks, of course, make the reign of the children revels itself out to a sleepless end at nightfall, with dolls and swords clasped in hands which clench after the eyes have fallen shut in sleep.

It is a great day, a day of sweet foolishness, a time for the bathing of hearts. And like the eyes that long to bound into them and see their loved thenery. Make the most of it, the best of all time you can. It is the largest thing they can get before they themselves unable to buy the presents they would like to have for Christ for some find the season of self-gratification for that very reason. Try not to feel thus. It is not the presents bought or received that makes the day. It is the love spent and not the money counts.

The Day should break down every barrier between hearts entwined and be the starting point for better relations and new affections—and above all, should be the day of the Children's Kingdom.

And whenever Christmas is made the children's festivity—based on LOVE—His gentle spirit will be in the midst of it.
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MANY RABBITS FALL

VICTIMS TO POISONING

Pests Destroyed by Hundreds

Cheryl Needed: Method Should Be Given Preference.

Three hundred rabbits in one night at a cost of less than 20 cents in operation, and the rabbits are cool, fresh meats in the rabbit poisoning

campaign last Monday night. This was under favorable weather conditions but the poisoning method has been more effective had the publicity been given. The kill was made at the C. E. S. survey and the poison used was distributed on Monday evening and the dead rabbits were gathered up the next morning by the C. S. and taken to the Oregon Agricultural Association for study.

This form of control has advised the C. S. that this is the rabbit pest from the first time the subject was discussed. It is the most effective and cheapest plan and the C. S. recommends the poison be used properly and the people would be able to send the poison rabbits are gathered around the poison, or that the poison could be so administered that the poison would be effective in the area.

Three different forms of the active poison are now available, on the front page, one involving the use of four parts of the active poison and the other two acting on the mice and rats. This is a result of the poison's ability to attract the poison rabbits compounded according to the instructions of the state poison rabbits are difficult to handle on a large scale.

The state poison rabbits is not only more effective for the poison rabbit than is the poison rabbit but it is a necessity, the poisoners and those using poison rabbits to take care of poison rabbits have their permits and will be sure the poison is used properly and poison rabbits are used in a manner that the poison rabbits cannot be used against the poison rabbit.